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Introduction
• This talk is in 3 parts
– About LOCKSS
• What is it?
• How does it work?
– Decentralized preservation
• Authentication
• Threats to digital content
– How blogs could make preservation easier
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About LOCKSS
• An international community initiative
• Libraries taking charge
– To continue their role as information stewards
– As memory organizations in the digital
environment
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A Bit More Detail…
• Distributed Digital Preservation System
– Open source peer to peer software
– Standards: OAIS, OpenURL, HTTP, WARC
• Stanford Libraries - administrative home
• Founded in 1998
• Supported by libraries - LOCKSS Alliance
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Why Should You Care?
• Librarians use LOCKSS as digital stacks
– Build and preserve e-collections
– Subscription content - buy it once and keep it!
– Open access - not locked up behind fee wall
• Provide 100% perpetual access
• Taking action for themselves
• Ensure library role-memory organization
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What Is It Preserving?
• Authoritative versions of heterogeneous
content
– Journals, books, blogs, web sites, scanned
files, audio, video …
• All Web formats and genres
– Animations, datasets, moving images, still
images, software, sound, text ...
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To Participate…
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How LOCKSS Works
• Publisher gives permission
– By putting a Creative Commons license
– Or a LOCKSS permission statement online
• Publishers include
– Bloggers!
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Two Kinds Of LOCKSS Networks
• Public LOCKSS network
• Private LOCKSS networks
– Communities share preservation responsibilities
• You preserve my stuff, Iʼll preserve yours
– Arizona State Library and Archives - PeDALS
– Data-PASS - social science data sets
– U.S. Federal Government Documents
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How LOCKSS Works
Box 1
Box 7
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Centralized Collection & Preservation
• Hub and spoke model
– Change at hub propagates along spokes
– Single point of corruption
• Centralized authentication
– Single point of subversion
– Only publisher can sign web pages
– Too expensive for blogs and dynamic content
– Public key infrastructure lacking
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Decentralized Collection & Preservation
• Independent collection, independent replicas
– Very hard to change all copies w/out being caught
• ACM research award for showing how to make this true
• Distributed ʻauthenticationʼ
• Compare multiple independent collections
– If consensus, itʼs what publisher meant, else:
• Still changing?  (e.g. blog comments, stop after a while)
• Defective?
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Threat Model
• What are you preserving stuff from?
• Many preservation models ignore threats
known to cause data loss
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/november05/rosenthal/11rosenthal.html
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Threat Model
• Media failure
• Hardware failure
• Software failure
• Network failure
• Obsolescence
• Natural Disaster
• But….
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Threat Model
• Media failure
• Hardware failure
• Software failure
• Network failure
• Obsolescence
• Natural Disaster
• Operator error
• External Attack
• Insider Attack
• Economic Failure
• Organization Failure
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Making Preservation Easier
• Use Creative Commons (CC) license
– Permits archiving through time
– By any interested institution
– Facilitates archive interoperability
• You may not think it worth preserving
– CC allows others to disagree
– Without having your lawyers & their lawyers talk
• 1 lawyer-hour > 5TB of storage.
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Making Preservation Easier
• Use meaningful URLs
– Canonical, hierarchical
– Donʼt use session IDs in links, put in cookies
– Blogger does this right
• Dynamic elements add complexity
– What canonical content must be preserved, ads?
– Use semantic markup & style sheets
• Don't put content behind a fee wall
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Questions Welcome!
Thank you.
